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US President Joe Biden 
pledges support for Ukraine 
during surprise visit

01 Politics

US President Joe Biden made an unannounced visit to Kyiv, 

Ukraine to show support for the country in its ongoing conflict 

with Russia. The visit, which occurred shortly before the one-

year anniversary of Russia's invasion, was intended to 

demonstrate America's "unwavering commitment to Ukraine's 

democracy, sovereignty, and territorial integrity." The 

President announced a $450 million package of security 

assistance for Ukraine, as well as an additional $10 million in 

emergency aid to maintain the country's energy 

infrastructure. 

Why this is good

President Biden's visit to Ukraine 

and the provision of additional aid 

is that it shows a continued 

commitment to supporting 

Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial 

integrity in the face of ongoing 

Russian aggression. This can help 

bolster Ukraine's ability to defend 

itself and resist Russian 

encroachment.

Why this is bad

There is a risk that increased 

military aid and support could be 

interpreted as aggressive by Russia 

and further destabilize the situation 

in the region. Additionally, some 

may argue that the focus on 

military aid detracts from efforts to 

address the underlying political and 

economic issues that contribute to 

the conflict.

US Supreme Court Hears 
Two Lawsuits Related to 
Social Media Companies 
and Terrorism.

02 Law

The US Supreme Court has heard two appeals under the US Justice Against 

Sponsors of Terrorism Act. In one, the family of a Jordanian man killed in a 

nightclub in Istanbul accused Twitter of aiding and abetting the Daesh 

group, which claimed responsibility for the attack, by failing to police the 

platform for its accounts or posts. The other involved a similar lawsuit 

against Google in connection with the 2015 Paris attacks. The Supreme 

Court expressed skepticism and pointed out that there was no evidence 

linking Twitter, Facebook, and Google directly to the attacks. If the court 

bars the lawsuits, it could avoid a major ruling on the companies’ legal 

immunity, but it also leaves open the possibility that the justices could take 

up the issue again in a later case.

Push for freedom of speech!

Freedom of Speech is important in 

Social Media is that it allows for 

open and diverse expression of 

ideas and opinions, which can lead 

to greater understanding and 

progress. By giving people a 

platform to share their thoughts 

and engage in public discourse, 

social media can facilitate the 

exchange of information, promote 

democratic values, and encourage 

critical thinking.

Push to moderate content!

Moderating social media can help 

prevent the spread of harmful or 

false information that can cause 

real-world harm. Unregulated 

social media can be a breeding 

ground for hate speech, 

misinformation, and propaganda, 

which can incite violence, stoke 

social divisions, and undermine 

democracy. By enforcing 

community standards and rules of 

conduct, social media companies 

can help ensure that their platforms 

are safe and beneficial for all users.

Prof. Wilkins voted best 
professor in Minerva

03 Education

Thanks for helping us review.

Supporters say...

He is so good!

Haters say...

N.A.

Sapienta Critica
Our goal is to foster critical thinking in decision-makers by delivering 

personalized, concise, and objective news content that presents both sides 

of the story to leaders and citizens alike.
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support for the country in its ongoing conflict with Russia. The visit, which 

occurred shortly before the one-year anniversary of Russia's invasion, was 

intended to demonstrate America's "unwavering commitment to Ukraine's 

democracy, sovereignty, and territorial integrity." The President 

announced a $450 million package of security assistance for Ukraine, as 

well as an additional $10 million in emergency aid to maintain the country's 

energy infrastructure. 

Why this is good

President Biden's visit to Ukraine 

and the provision of additional aid 

is that it shows a continued 

commitment to supporting 

Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial 

integrity in the face of ongoing 

Russian aggression. This can help 

bolster Ukraine's ability to defend 

itself and resist Russian 

encroachment.

Why this is bad

There is a risk that increased 

military aid and support could be 

interpreted as aggressive by Russia 

and further destabilize the situation 

in the region. Additionally, some 

may argue that the focus on 

military aid detracts from efforts to 

address the underlying political and 

economic issues that contribute to 

the conflict.

Sapienta Critica
Empowering busy decision-makers by delivering concise, objective 

summaries of daily headlines while articulating the opposing viewpoints on 

the issues to their inbox with AI for the sake of critical thinking.

Objective Summary

Two perspectives

Title + Category

AI-Generated 

Thumbnail

Target Users

Rachel Government Official

John CTO of Tech Company

Emily Fresh Grad

Problem

Solution

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1779871/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-google-privacy-france/france-fines-google-57-million-for-european-privacy-rule-breach-idUSKCN1PF208
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/20/facebooks-scandals-in-2018-effect-on-stock.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/the-rise-and-fall-of-blockbuster-video-streaming-2020-1
https://www.mdpi.com/0718-1876/16/6/125
https://www.articlecube.com/research-shows-searching-information-work-wastes-time-and-money
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cherylsnappconner/2012/07/17/employees-really-do-waste-time-at-work


Competitive Advantage

Worldwide Coverage

Critical Thinking

Personalizable

Easier-to-Consume

Market Validation

7 Million Subscribers for news summaries

$60 Million raised for news summaries

1 Million Subscribers for unbiased news

Why now? (Market Trends)

 Trust in news sharply declined, with 71% expressing distrust due to bias. 

 Many younger and less educated individuals prefer simple-worded news. 

 73% folks worldwide access news with smartphones — especially in mornings.  

Our format presents two opposing arguments, allowing independent analysis

GPT-3 has the capability to dynamically re-word while keeping the essence of an article.

Many users check email first thing in the morning, so we know we are using the right  
channel —we even plan to integrate The Gray Area audio after morning alarms.

Customer Acquisition Strategy

Influencer Marketing

Social Media 
Content Marketing

Partnerships

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2022/dnr-executive-summary
https://www.reuters.com/business/media-telecom/people-want-trusted-news-reuters-institute-says-2021-06-22/


Business Model

Swapstack


 Per-click Ad

 Affiliation Marketin

 Brand Partnerships


INSERT

in Newsletter Emails

TGA


One Month of 


Premium Free Trial


STARTS


*NO COLLECTION OF 


CREDIT CARD DETAILS

Landing Page Form


Emails (Subscribers)

COLLECTS


Subscribers


5$/month

PAY


TheGrayArea


Bank Account

Free Trial

Monthly Subscription

Substack


(Subscription 


+ User Base)

Subscribe 

after free 

trial?

No

Yes

$5.8B



Total Addressable 
Market (E-

Newsletters)

$300M



Serviceable

Addressable 

Market

$51M



Serviceable

Obtainable 

Market

Free Premium

Quality Ads No Ads

Daily News (3) More daily news (5)

One point / perspective Three points / perspective

English only 90 Languages 


+ Simple mode

Free $4.99 / month



Professional Feedback

Prof. Jon Wilkins, Ph.D. 
Multimodal Communications

at Minerva University

Text looks good! But, will it 
work for all subjects or just 
two sides? Design is clean.

Pawel Czech Co-founder 
LabLabAI (25k members)  

NewNative (worth ~$30M)

and
Awesome idea! Relevant and massive market 
potential across all industries. Manageable 
front-end improvements. Take it to production!

Jin Tanaka DEEPCORE 
Director of Investment

Looks great! Interested in the 
misalignment between traditional news 
sources and content consumption in 2023.

Thank you for reading — onto the short video! Future Plans

The Team
Carl Vincent Kho  
Research, Design, and GPT-3 Engineer
Granted $3,600 from Mayor for college w/ Webflow


Previously product designer at Symph (2 years)


CS Major (Software/AI); SS Minor (Neuroscience)

Vlad Kramarenko 
Database and Server
Founded startup; won 5 engineering awards worldwide


Prev Developer at SeventhyThree Crypto Bank App


CS Major (Software/AI); B Major (Business Ventures)

Enes Akyuz 
ML/AI & API Engineer
CalHacks 9.0 First Place with PulseBud


Prev start-up founder, OLLA AI Health Software


CS Major (Software/AI); SS Minor (Neuroscience)

Daisuke Fujiwara  
Business Strategist
Raised $15,000 for Cancer Society


Marketing Intern at Pizza 4P's (Pizza startup)


CS Major (Data Science); B Major (Strategic Finance)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNrWjjfKyM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNrWjjfKyM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNrWjjfKyM0


Appendix — Technology Architecture

Current Limitations  Gmail has a free limit of 500 emails per day 2. Heroku storage is limited to 500mb for free 3. Response generation takes  30-60 seconds

Gather News

News API 


Top 3 Headlines

GETS


News API 


coverages of the 

same issue

GETS


Sentiment Analysis 

3 Supporting (3f); 


3 neutral(3n); 


3 Against (3a) articles


(Tensorflow) 


GETS


*based on meta-desc

AI Magic

GPT-3 (OpenAI)


3f, 3n, and 3a for 

objective summary

MIXES


Dall-E (OpenAI)


Custom Article 

Thumbnail

GENERATES

GPT-3 


Title + Category

GENERATES


GPT-3 


One (1) point for/against

GENERATES


[[TITLE]] [[ORDER]] [[CATEGORY]]

[[CUSTOM ARTICLE COVER by DALL-E]]

[[BODY_REWRITTEN_byGPT3]]

[[FOR_byGPT3]]

[[FOR_POINT]]

[[AGAINST_byGPT3]]

[[AGAINST_POINT]]

Send to Email

Firebase


Articles Generated


&& Subscribers’ Emails

STORES


Google Forms


Subscribers

COLLECTS


Zapier -> Firebase

Heroku


Backend (Python Server)

HOSTS


Step 2 Step 3


